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Is Your Cell Phone "Spying" on You

. . . When it's NOT even turned ON? 

Yes . . . You read that Right!
If you're like most of us, your Cell Phone is rarely more than 6 feet away from you. It's become a constant and trusted 
companion. 
Computer hacker technology can now secretly turn ON your Cell Phone and allow any interested Eavesdropper to actually 
overhear every conversation held in the vicinity of your Cell Phone . . . without you ever knowing that it had been turned ON! 
No longer is it necessary for an Eavesdropper to "plant" any specialized surveillance equipment in order to Listen-In on 
your confidential conversations. 
But, today's ever-ingenious Eavesdropper can now secretly turn on the microphone of your Cell Phone and actually 
overhear everything that occurs within 15 feet of your phone 
while it sits "innocently" at your side 

How Is It Done? 
Pause for a second and think of all the conversations you have had with your Cell Phone . "off"
You talk to friends and associates with the phone in your pocket.You have it in your car, or in your home 
when it's not in use. Rarely is it ever more than a short distance from your side. 

 
And, instead of the dependable assistant that you have come to depend upon, it has now become 
(completely without your knowledge) a silent enemy . . . revealing all your confidential and even 
most intimate conversations to any unscrupulous individual. 
 
 
Has It Happened To YOU? 
You are undoubtedly aware of the many destructive computer viruses and worms that are now commonly spread on the Internet. 
However, you are probably totally unaware of the fact that the very same methods used to infect computers with viruses can now also infect Cell Phones. But, 
with a slightly different goal in mind. 

 
And, that goal is to Eavesdrop on all conversations held in the vicinity of your Cell Phone! 
These viruses dubbed "Cell-Finity" or "Roving" Bugs operate by secretly turning ON your Cell Phone microphone and then (without your phone ringing) makes it possible for the Eavesdropper to Listen-In and even record all sounds and conversations that 
occur anywhere near your Cell Phone. 
Even more devastatingly intrusive is the fact that the worm can be spread from Cell Phone to Cell Phone  in exactly the same manner as is now done with 
computers. In other words, the Evesdropper can  now also Listen-In to everyone you have called. 
 
 

How "Cell-Finity" and "Roving" Bugs actually operate.
For some time now, government agencies have also been using variations of this technology to eavesdrop upon a number of individuals.  
Yes, "Cell-Finity" and "Roving" type Listening Devices possess devastating capabilities. And, as you can see from the above Internet advertisement, they are now easily available to any individual so inclined. 
If you find it difficult to believe that invasive computer technology has now 
gone this far . . . below you will find word for word excerpts from a few 
paragraphs of an actual advertisement for a "Cell-Finity" type Telephone 
Eavesdropping Device that has been displayed and openly offered for sale 
on the Internet. 
Many of these developments were made possible when Cell Phones were given the 
capability to connect to the Internet. This allowed the exchange of data from phone 
to Internet and back from Internet to phone and led to all the interactive features of 
present Cell Phones. 
Cell Phones and computers share a common language. Not necessarily the 
exact same programming language, but a lanquage that each can understand 
and communicate with. This allows the free flow of data between computer and 
Cell Phone. Unfortunately, there are individuals (and firms) that have now adapted 
this technology for unethical and in many cases completely illegal uses. 
As you are undoubtedly aware, computers are regularly hacked into for a variety 
of purposes. However, Eavesdroppers have now succeeded in utilizing the same 
hacking technology to produce an incredible Eavesdropping Device. 
 
Unscrupulous, but competent hackers can now hack into any computer that 
is connected to the Internet. And, whether or not you actually use your Cell 
Phone to access the Internet, you must keep in mind that if your phone has 
the capability of receiving email, it is connected to the Internet. 
Also, it is actually easier to electronically break into a Cell Phone since Cell 
Phones do not have firewalls, or even rudimentary security features. You may 
check your computer for viruses, spyware, set up firewalls etc. But, have you 
ever even typed a password into your Cell Phone? 
Seeing the flaws in the system, hackers have devised a virus recently dubbed 
the "Cell-Finity" Bug. When an Eavesdropper (using a secret access code) calls 
an infected Cell Phone, the phone does not ring, but the phone's microphone 
is secretly turned on. The phone's screen does not display the call, nor 
is any record saved in the log. 
The Eavesdropper can now Listen-In and even record all sounds and voices within 10 feet of the Cell Phone that you mistakenly thought was "inactive". 
And, there is absolutely no way of knowing that you have been spied upon. 
 
The "Cell-Finity" Bug is a computer worm and is spread in the same manner as 
the destructive computer viruses now so common on the Internet. It becomes 
active on the Cell Phone and is then secretly sent to all the phones on the 
infected phone's contact list. 
In this manner the worm is now spread and becomes active in numerous Cell 
Phones, without anyone (except for the Eavesdropper) ever becoming aware of it. 

Find it Hard Believe? 
Even if the newly infected owners do not use text messaging, their phones still 
have test messaging capability. And, their phones still are "bugged" by the 
Eavesdropping worm through an inconspicuous text message that they received 
without their knowledge. 

 
". . . you can listen to room conversations when you are away . . . 
call the phone using a special access number, it automatically 
answers without any ringing . . . allows you to listen discreetly to 
what is going on up to 5 meters away from the phone . . . there is no record of the call received . . .  
c
 
alls and receives calls just like any other cell phone . . ." etc., etc. 
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